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Aug 23, 2016 EZSpeak allows users to speak to a computer that analyzes speech quality and creates a personal training plan.

A reliable tool for practicing pronunciation In conclusion, EZ-Speak is a straightforward application that users can take
advantage of whenever they want to learn American English pronunciation or when they simply want to exercise what they have
already learned.. For each sound, users can also learn about exceptions from the rule, while also being offered info on special
words containing the sound, and on how it can be used in speech.. Extensive feedback Improve English pronunciation with EZ
Speak software All of the EZ-Speak packages provide users with efficient and personalized speech training that will help.

speak
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EZ-speak is a breakthrough tool that teaches you to speak proper English Short and to the point.. It is capable of listening and
analysing your pronunciation and will adapt the curriculum accordingly.

speak movie

Linguistech Solutions' groundbreaking technology and methodology have numerous advantages: Phoneme recognition: Our
speech recognition technology is based on recognizing and assessing phonemes.. EZ-Speak is a dedicated educational language
software solution for practicing spoken English, taking into account all critical related aspects.. It traces the student's progress
and adapts the curriculum for the student's personalized needs.. Unique Personalization Algorithms: Our technology uses unique
artificial intelligence algorithms to assess the student's pronunciation.. So, if interested in finding out the details about its
features, start evaluating this application today by proceeding to the demo download and improve your pronunciation and
speaking skills.

speak now

Dynamic Content: Our clients can create customized lessons and add content Pronunciation Improvement Software.. The tool
allows users to repeat the same lesson as many times as they like, so as to ensure that their pronunciation has improved.. Each
lesson is meant to teach users how to pronounce a specific sound, and begins with a video that explains the various rules that
apply to that sound.. Next, users can listen to the manner in which various words that contain the sound are pronounced..
Consider it a personal pronunciation coach, offering you a fun and interactive way of improving your skills.. EZ-Speak's Unique
Features Efficiency and personalization The product relies on LNTS's voice recognition technology and analyzes each student's
individual phonemic weaknesses.. EZ-Speak is a breakthrough tool that teaches to speak proper American English It is unique
standalone software which allows to practice spoken English and covers all the critical aspects of pronunciation, phonology and
other speaking skills.. Simple, well-organized lessons The tool features an easy-to-use interface, but it also includes a starting
lesson that provides users with an overview of how it actually works.. The application can record the manner in which users
pronounce a sound / word, and allows them to listen to themselves, so as to determine on their own whether they perform the
action correctly or not.. During the lessons, the student will be able to navigate the conversation according to his or her
spontaneous choices. e10c415e6f 
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